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Ichabod II, New Creativi 
......... L&.llFllllllllllllllW VC Art Show-Murals, 
Creativity On Scallol 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
April 12, 1971 
The large red scaffolding with murals which is sprouting close to the . 
FTU Tent is Ichabod II, and is part of the Village Center's Creativity 
Program for 1971. 
Lasting two weeks, the program is designed to unite all the colleges in 
interdisciplinary treatment of a 
theme, which is "creativity'.' this 
year. Ichabod II, the second set of 
scaffolding used by FTU, will be 
the site of many of the colleges' 
programs. 
The week begins today at 9 am in 
the Engineering Building with the 
opening of the College of 
Engineering display. Poetry reading, 
featuring creative writing students 
reading their own works, will be at 
3 pm in the Library Building lobby. 
Dr. Frank Baron from the 
University of California at Santa 
Cruz will speak at 8 pm in the 
Science Auditorium about the 
psychology of creativity. 
The engineering display continues 
tomorrow. The Village Players will 
give dramatic readings at 11 am and 
noon on Ichabod. Experimental 
and modern films will be shown at 
Ichabod at 7 : 3 0 pm. 
A puppet show at Ichabod 
Wednesday at 11 am and 1 pm will 
feature puppets made by FTU 
students. Ann Cox, a freshman at 
FTU, will be the puppeteer. The 
show is sponsored by the Village 
Players. Students may participate in 
an arts and crafts workshop from 
11 am. to 4· pm at Ichabod. 
Materials will be available. More 
experimental movies will be shown 
at 7 :30 pm at Ichabod. 
Guitarist Jeff Arthur and his 
Friends from the University of 
South Florida will perform at 11 
am and noon Thursday in the Multi 
Purpose Room of the Village 
Center. Also at 11 am in the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Millican Tours Ashes, 
Pledges Reforestation 
By Tim Tumlin 
"The whole thing makes me sick all over," President Millican said while 
standing in the al?hes of the forest surrounding the FTU .cam~us. L_ast 
Tuesday Dr. Millican toured the area consumed by a sweeping fire which 
came within yards of the Library Building. The tour was conducted by J. 
C. Hicks, FTU · grounds 
superintendent. 
For hundreds of yards the only The crowds that attended the first FTU Folk constant and very rereptive to the music, poems and 
but it can also destroy him, as well 
as others around him. It all depends 
on how he controls it." Festival last week weren't huge, but they were good fun. 
Folk Festival's Variety 
By Beth Weilenman 
There were songs of parodies - a 
recruiting song for the Ku Klux 
Klan and satire on country-gospel 
disc jockeys. There were old folk 
songs, including the classic 
"Greensleeves." There were songs 
sung formerly by · the Beatles and 
Peggy Lee, and some instrumental 
movie themes. There were new 
songs written and sung by Will 
McLean about the rich Florida 
legends. 
These songs and many others 
were presented during the FTU 
Folk Festival April 2 on the campus 
lawn north of the Village Center. 
Gamble Rogers, Elizabeth 
Corrigan, Robert Patterson, P~ul 
Champion, Jim Balliew, Don Smith 
and Teri Bagby joined in a musical 
reunion - they have known and 
performed with each other over 10 
years - for an audience that at 
Grasty Na med As 
King's Replacement 
Dr. William K. Grasty has been 
named to succeed George King 
as Executive Assistant to the 
President. Grasty, presently the 
chairman of the communications 
,department,_ will be slowly 
phased into the position during 
the spring quarter and is 
expected to assume the post 
before June 1, the date on which 
King's resignation is effective. 
Grasty came to FTU in 1968 
and earned his Ph.D. from the 
University of Texas in 1969. ._ ________________________ .,, 
maximum numbered about 600. 
Jim Balliew presented most of 
the parodies, including the KKK 
song and a satire on folk music and 
A&P butcherboys. But he showed 
with "Fire and Rain," "I'll Be Your 
Baby Tonight" and "The Blues My 
Naughty Sweetie Gives t~ Me" that 
he can handle straighter songs with 
no problem and does not depend 
upon comedy to be successful. 
Paul Champion played banjo and 
guitar. He has been called one of the 
top three banjo players in America 
by Earl Scruggs. Of course there 
was "Foggy Mountain Breakdown," 
because few banjo players avoid it. 
On guitar, Champion combjned 
"Exodus " "Zorba" and "Never on 
Sunday.,: The difficulty with being 
SG· Grants funds 
for Baby Buggies 
Exactly $210 of Student 
Government funds is being paid to 
Dr. Walter Gaudnek to rent five 
decorated -baby carriages for the 
"Birthmarch" segment of the 
Interdisciplinary Creativity 
Program. 
The expenditure was approved by 
the senate on a unanimous vote, 
after some discussion. The $210 
was listed as "Three-D Paintings, 
(Rental and Shipping)" on the bill, 
and raised some questions for 
Senator Byrd Brownell, who 
submitted the request. 
"The carriages will carry either 
dolls or real babies, and there will 
be places on the sides where 
students can paint their impressions 
and thoughts," explained Brownell. 
He said that' the carriages are in 
storage in Orlando, and that it 
would cost $210.00 to get them out 
of storage. However, the 
gQvernment would really be renting 
the carriages for the cost of the 
storage. 
Also on the bill was $240 for 
assorted canvas, paint and 
"structure materials." These items 
went chiefly unquestioned, except 
when Senator Brownell stated that 
he would have the control of how 
the money was to be spent. 
"The chief reason I became a 
senator," stated Brownell, "was to 
spur on funds for the advancement 
of the various arts in the area." 
color seen in the previously \E e bl f 1 impassable brush was black. The 
nl 0 Ya e bushes were charcoal skeletons and the ground was sand and ashes. Wiregrass showed a thin week's 
growth; everyone looked to the 
an instrumentalist is that the tops of the brown pine trees for the 
melody line must be distinct, yet be green signs that would reveal which 
backed with good accompaniment. might live and which were dry. 
Champion succeeded. "Fire is like a lot of other 
Elizabeth Corrigan defined folk things," said the President. "In 
music as being "music of the essence fire is neutral. It is only 
people," which may be the only how well it is controlled that 
legitimate definition that can be determines how much damage it 
accepted. Her remark prefaced her can do or how much of an 
version of "Georgia on My Mind," advantage it can be. A man's 
which she said some may not temper can be a great asset at times, 
consider actual "Folk." But she · 
also included the classic 
"Greensleeves" and Bessie Smith's 
"Nobody Knows You When You're 
Down and Out," which should have 
pleased even the purists. She has a 
beautiful way of humming a 
flute-like countermelody during 
instrumental bridges of her songs. 
Bob Patterson writes much of his 
material. He uses a 12-stri ng guitar, 
not as a crutch for mediocre 
playing but as an instrument with a 
particular sound that goes well with 
his style. Along with his own works 
were songs by Ledbelly and Jesse 
Fuller. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Regents Oppose 
Tuition Increase 
Al tho ugh Board of Regents 
members have consistently 
disagreed with and voted against 
the much-discussed tuition and 
registration fee increase, late 
developments in the Florida 
Legislature show that the increase 
may now be inevitable. 
According to Dr. Louis Murray, 
Board of Regents vice chairman, 
the board voted not to raise the 
student registration fee at a recent 
meeting in Gainesville. 
"In six weeks we'll be able to tell 
for sure which trees have survived," 
said Hicks. "Most of the palmettc 
made it, and in about three or fou 
years the brush will be as thick a. 
ever." He said that the trees w'ill 
take 15 to 20 years to grow back. 
Around 500 acres of FTU land, 
about one-third of the entire 
campus, was destroyed by the fires. 
Hicks estimated that each acre 
carries about ·100 trees. That's 
50,000 pine trees. 
Last fall FTU officials had the 
Florida Forestry Service come to 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Murray, an Orlando rrsident, 
went on to explain that at a more 
recent meeting in Tallahassee the 
Board also voted ''not to 
recommend" a raise of $25 in 
student tuition fees. 
This aou01e exposuh: symouii~t:ii wnat must have been going through 
President Millican's mind as he looked at some of the 50,000 burned 
pine tree~ remaining after the fire that ravaged nearly 500 acres of Tech 
property. Dr. Millican toured the area at the request of the FuTUre. 
(Pho_to by Ed Burton.) 
"The Board will reconsider and 
vote again on these subjects at a 
meeting in Pensacola today," said 
the Orlando doctor. 
FTU President Charles Millican 
has been recorded in the past as 
saying that he is definitely opposed 
to the proposed fee increase. 
It's In The FuTUre 
Birth March To Begin ........................... . Page 3 
Non-Ticket Format Retained ........ .............. . Page 3 
Sports Summer Camp · .. ......................... . Page 7 
Ye Old FuTUre Hc·rridscope ................. : . ... . Pag~ 8 
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Jr uWlllrt £bitnrtats. 
Judge Calley Objectively 
Public opm10n and its power to influence has been so strong lately 
that many Americans are changing their minds about the verdict of the 
Calley trial. 
It started with letters, wires, and telegrams to President Nixon and 
state legislators. It has gotten a bit carried away in the past few days. 
The American people have not even heard the testimony of the trial, let 
alone what actually happened in My Lai. . 
A nationwide poll has estimated that four out of five Americans are 
in favor of seeing Calley released for good. That's the way it is now, but 
the real impact of public opinion has yet to be felt. 
The public has made Calley a hero. He is obviously a scapegoat, but 
- he is far from a hero. The people are responsible for banners, car 
stickers, placcards and a touching song about Calley. The song, to any 
intelligent human being, must be seen as one of the greatest farces in 
the history of the United States. The real crime here is that some 
. people really are touched and saddened by the song. 
For the nation to determine Calley's innocence or guilt is as great an 
injustice as a completely military-based courtroom trial deciding the 
same. We should not attempt to determine Calley's guilt or innocence 
but the justice or injustice in bringing the case to trial. Should Calley be 
·prosecuted for murder in time of war? · 
As intelligent students, we must not allow ourselves to get carried away 
by the trends of public opinion. We must express an opinion, but that 
opinion must be based on facts after eve1·ything has been objectively 
weighed. Whether or not Calley actually murdered the innocent is not 
the point. We should remember that there is a war going on. He should 
not be sentenced to life in jail, but he should also not be made a 
national hero. 
Fire Unites FTU Family 
A near-tragedy has a strange way of bringing people of all kinds 
together, people who have never shown concern for a problem that 
might erase something that is dear to them. 
The tragedy of fire came 200 yards from the LibraryBuilding last 
Wednesday and saw diversified members of the FTU community 
coming tc.gether to aid firemen in putting out the fire . 
There was an aura of concern and fear hanging in the air. Students, 
faculty and staff .alike were seen flocking to the vicinity of the fire. 
Many offered their help in controlling the concerned crowds and in 
putting out the fire. . -
It damaged a great deal of land, but because it w~s a fire and because 
it was threatening, it was exciting. Exciting to the extent that at times 
Campus Security had to push the crowds back behind a line. 
A note of thanks to the many people involved in extingy.i hing the 
fire, to the numerous fire departments coming from alL<>ver town, to 





Jesus Christ really didn't have 
long hair and didn't represent 
radical or revolutionary ideas. 
This revelation comes from Oak 
Ridge High School, where the 
administration re.cently negated 
the right to vote in student 
elections to long-haired students. 
Educators around the country 
are taking a close look at this 
experiment in repression. It 
seems these educators, 
representing such groups as the 
Black Panthers, the Klu Klux 
Klan, the American Nazi Party, 
Jerry Oller 
"and communist-affiliated 
organizations, are interested in 
long term effects; i.e., will the 
students retain this knowledge 
(of repressive tactics) or revert 
back to 'old-fashioned standard 
American procedure'? It is good 
to know our high schools aren't 
teaching or ·.,!practicing suchi. 
revolutionary ideas as 
democracy to our 
impressionable young adults. 
And what of Lieutenant 
Calley? He is guilty_ ~e did kill 
men women and children. Is he, 
how'ever, guilty of killing 
innocent men, women and 
children? Ask the views of a 
disabled Navy medic wbose eyes 
were blown out by an 
eight-year-old girl. The issue is 
tremendously complex. If his 
conviction is upheld, should we 
indict Truman for killing 
innocent men, women, childrep, 
cripples, beggars, idiots, 
hospitalized Japanese veterans, 
preachers and pregnant women 
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki? 
Should we indict the crews of 
our bombers who leveled Bonn 
and Munich of most of all its 
buildings and civilian 
population? Sure, Calley is 
guilty of murder. War is murder. 
War is rape. In war "Ye shall 
smite every fenced city, and 
every choice city, and shall fell 
every good tree, and stop all 
wells of water, and mar every 
good piece of land with stones." 
(II Kings 3: 19) You, each of 
you, are killing by supporting a 
government which supports a 
war. You paid Calley to go to 
war. You and I are paying 
Brutus to slay Caesar. Wars and 
rumors of war. 
This issue is bound to blow 
over. Sorry to realize, the 
American interest shown for 
Calley will most probably turn 
out to be a fad, a national soul 
search, a cleansing of the 
conscie.nce. Calley's sentence 
·wm be reduced to three or five 
years - he will be pardoned -
he will write an expose for Look 
or .Life, then fade into the dusty 
annals of contemporary 
American history. 
As I return to writing 
Overview - having been relieved 
of my conflict of interest - my 
mind tends to wander over 
topics of interest to both myself 
and the few people who deem 
this article worth reading. 
Future articles will survey the 
Student Government elections, 
the Administration, Governor 
Askew and Lord Adams, the 
Orlando Cor.:.vention Hall, the 
future of downtown Orlando, 
the Black Student Union, and 
practically anything else that 
seems attractive. · 
Welcome back to the 
seminary. 
Kevin W. Wadsworth 
Fu TU re April 12, 1971 
~E. SMITH , GIRL, AGE: 2. DAYS. SI-IONS EARLY SIGWS OF AKn-50CIAL ~ 
8EM"'10R, BEWARE: rorENTIAL. '20JERNMENT ENEW! 
ljrttrrs Wn W4t fhttnr 
Visitor I niustice? 
Dear Editor: 
On Monday, 5 April 1971, the 
Black Student Union of FTU was 
surprised by an unexpected visitor 
from Jamaica. Her name was Vanda 
Richards, and she carries the title of 
Press Secretary for the Minister of 
Trade and Industry of Jamaica. A 
former journalist, Vanda came to 
Florida to visit her uncle and 
decided to drop in on the Black 
Student Union. Needless to say, 
those who met her were quite 
impressed by her unique dress, 
explicit facial expressions, and 
philosophies. To accompany her 
timely expressions is an et.phonious 
musical like voice which is truly 
characteristic of her Jamaican 
environment. 
From Africa to Europe and 
England, Vanda has traveled 
abroad, spreading her . . ideas of 
brotherhood and love. Wt.en asked 
how she is successful in 
communicating with others, Vanda 
replied, "Can't trust a smile" and 
never judge a person by the color of 
their skin. She went on to say that 
the Americans are too timid and 
too hung up with the racial 
structure and will never be able to 
grasp the ideas of love and 
brotherhood. To elaborate on her 
philosophy, she cited a 
disappointing experience which 
happened to her on this campus. 
She went to the bookstore to look 
around while she waited on a 
friend. Not noticing the "NO 
SMOKING" sign she asked a cashier 
if it was OK to smoke, and the 
cashier replied it was if she stayed 
near the front of the store. As she 
proceeded to smoke her cigarette-, 
she was approached in a very rude 
and prejudiced manner and told to 
put out the cigarette and made to 
move her chair. Trying to live up to 
her philosophy, Vanda left the 
bookstore and continued her tour 
through the rest of the Llbrary 
Building. 
We had a chance to interview her 
later and when I learned of the 
incident, we inquired within the 
bookstore and apology was made 
by the officials of the bookstore. 
Maybe this incident wa1' considered 
minor and insignificant to many, but 
there are some who can relate this 
incident to the American Social 
Classes and can see the tremendous 
injustice which tr.ey have done to 
each other. 
Undoubtedly, there aren't many 
people like Vanda Richards, but if 
we're to prosper as a university we 
have to change some of our ideas 
and convictions and ask ourselves, 
"does color really matter." 
Department of Public 
Relations 
Black Student Union 
Ed. Note:' Discrimination is where 
you find it. 





WFTU will not be on the air until 
chief engineer Scott Kenneth 
confers with Fred Clayton, head of 
physical plant. That's the word 
from the campus radio station 
sources. 
The station is preparing to move 
into the area of the Library 
Building now reserved for 
registration, once the area is • 
renovated. Dr. Robert Arnold, 
adviser to the station, said, "After 
all, Marconi had his troubles, too ." 
-0-
GAMBRELL APPOINTED 
C. B. Gambrell, vice president for 
academic affairs, has accepted a 
two-year reappointment as a 
member of the Army Scientific 
Advisory Panel, as requested by 
Army Secretary Stanley R. Resor. 
Gambrell, who is a lieutenant 
colonel in the Army Reserve, will 
continue to serve as a consultant of 
the Panel, which is devoted to ... 
research and development within 
the Army. 
Ed itor-1 n-Ch ief .. . ....... Linda Mertel 
Copy Editor ...... Mary Anna Jackson 
News Editor .. . . ...... Duncan Marks 
Business Manager . .... , . Henry Popkin 
Advertising Manager ....... James Wald 
Classifieds Manager ... . .. Henry Popkin 
Circulation IV'anager ..... Henry Popkin 
Cartoonists ........ .. . .. ... Bill Day, 
Rick Rabon. 
Art Critic ....... , ... , . Grace Kehrer ... 
Music Critic .. . . . ... . . David Boelzner 
Theatre Critic ..... , .. , .. Tim Tumlin 
Photo Editor ... , ... .. . Chuck Seithel 
Photographers ........ , .. Ed Burton, 
Jon Findell, Steve Heitzner. 
Sports . .. .... ..... .... John Gordon, 
Mike Crites, Larry Mccorkle. 
Staff Typist ............ Dorie Baker 
Circulation Staff ...... . . John Gordon, 
Tim Tumlin, Sharon Warren. 
Reporters ........ ... .. . Mike Crites, 
John Gholdston, Weber Ivy, Tim 
Tumlin, Beth Weilenman, Bob 
Wishoff. . _. 
Columnists .... : : .. Kevin Wadsworth, 
John the Good. 
Advisor ......... . ... Todd B. Persons 
T h e " F u T U re " i s th e w e ek I y 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University ' at Orlando, Florida. The 
Fu TU re is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and• 
edited by and for the students at Florida 
Technological University. 
The editorial opinions expressed are 
those of the staff and not necessarily 
those of the university or its 
administration . 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the full 
name and address of the person (or 
persons) submitting them. Names will be 
withheld on request. Address all letters 
to: Editor, FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, 
Orlando, Florida 32816. 
Entered as second class matter at the 
Post Office at Orlando, Florida. 
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If you don't think FTU's Inter-Disciplinary 
festivities are going to be expressive, just take a look 
at what the 
occasion. 
Spo.ntaneous Generation 
Theme Of Birth March 
When artists create their works before the public they call it a 
happening. When interested persons march for something they believe in 
they call it a demonstration. 
Combine the two and you call it a Birth March. 
The Inter-Disciplinary Program is ---------------
a united effort of all the colleges birth, life, and love?" Brownell is 
also an SG senator and introduced 
toward creative expression. Creative the bill to the senate which would 
expression by such groups · as the provide for the $500 cost of the 
Chemistry Club or perhaps \he materials. The same day the bill was 
Pegasus Pilots might appear to be introduced it was approved 
unique and interesting. But when unanimously. 
members of the art department are With all due respect to the SDS, 
given a license to express, they it will be a tough march to beat. So 
don't fool around. far Dr. Walter Gaudnek, a professor 
"The march will be strictly in the FTU art department, has 
pro-birth" said Byrd Brownell, the painted and constructed some of 
student coordinator for the April bis work which will be mounted on 
16 happening "so what could be baby carriages and wheeled along in 
more controversial than being for the march. Brownell has planned to 
Warm and 
Wonderf 
Fu TU re 
weld a full-size swing set to two 
bi c y des and make a tra vet ing 
playground for those who wish to 
imbibe. 
Spontaneity is the key word for 
the hour-long demonstration 
starting at 11 am. Besides the 
prepared art, anyone who wishes to 
join may do so by painting a sign 
while marching or just step in at 
any time just because it's there. At 
the end of the march a pro-birth 
manifesto will be read out in front 
of the Administration Building. 
If painting picket signs are out of 
style, the marchers will be able to 
paint moving baby carriages 
mounted with plywood boards. 
Brownell has said that some 
marchers will don paper suits and 
allow themselves to be painted 
while walking, and hopes some of 
these people will be FTU officials. 
If all goes as -planned then 
students from the department of 
instructional media will film the 
proceedings and will show the 
results on the night of April 25. 
William W. Young bas been 
approved as chairman of the 
political science department by the 
Florida Board of Regen ts. 
Page 3 
Senate To Retain· 
Split-Ticket Voting 
Student Government ell'clions will n•main on a non-ticket for~aL , 
according t i a decision made b~ the Sl'nate last Tuesday. The action 
came in the form of an amendment submitLC'd Lo the senate by Senator 
Paul Gougelman, Collegl' of Social Scil'nCl's. . . 
Action was heavy al the SG mel'Ling, as it clost•d the Wl'l'k belorl' w1Lh 
a b i 11 e n u me r ,; L i n g e 1 e c Li on 
procedure still on Lhe floor, not 
acted upon, but wiLh two 
amendmen.,s, and one amendment 
to the amendment still awaiting a 
decision. A uLoma Licul ly , when the 
meeting was n•opened, Lhl' bill was 
once again on Lhe rtoor. 
The first f'loor action was Lo have 
Lhe bill, no. 3-6-1, tabled until Lhc 
rest of the business on the agenda 
acted upon. The Lab ling proced url' 
was compll'll'd, with somC' 
dissenLion, and the !{enl'ra l business 
of the day was taken care of. 
When the bill was rC'muVl'd from 
the table the order or business 
required drnt Lhe amendml'llL Lo Lhc 
amendment Lu Lhe bill be discussed 
and acted upon. 
The original amendment, 
submitted by Senator Charles 
Simpson, (Business) made a few 
c lari l'icaLions, and added the 
stipulation that Lile presidential and 
vice-presidential candidatC's wou ld 
be forced Lo run on a sLraighL 
ticket, having to vole l'or both, or 
neither. 
When some dissension arose, 
Senator GouJo!e lm an sub mi tLed his 
amendment Lo Simpson's 
amendment. The Gougleman 
amendment changed Lhe Simpson 
amendment so Lhe elections would 
be as they have a lways been at 
Tech, on a ingle candidaL<' vote. 
The Gougelman amendment 
passl'll, 15 yes, fivC' no, and one 
a b s t l' n l. i o n . T h e S i m p so n 
anwndnwnt then passed, with Lhe 
changes, 1 8 yes, u1w no, and two 
absLl'nLions. 
Tiu actual bill was discussl'd 
brietlv and Senator Simpson, who 
in!rodt;C<'d the bill Lhe we<'k before, 
askl'd for u waiver of rules, Lo kel'P 
him from having Lo rl•ad tlw enlin• 
20-page bill . The senall' granted 
him the advanLaj.'.(l', and lhl' bill was 
di~cussl'd; but action was nut t.akPn, 
as Lhe rtoor mowd Lu dismiss 
bt' fo rl' the q uesl.ion was cal ll'd. 
Tlwn' wPn' fivP rPqut'sLs fur the 
nwl'Ling to be closed from the 
t'lour, buL four of Llw n•quests wen' 
!.urned down by a votl'. Tlw 
tnl'<'ting ran around onl' and a hal f 
hours OVl'rLi mt' . 
Also discusst•d but. nuL actl'd 
upon, wl'rl' bills Lo granL an extra 
$fi00 t.o Lhl' Miss FTU Pageant, Lu 
cn>ut.e a sl'l"J.!<'anL-aL-arms post for 
Lhe sl'naLt', Lo Cl"l'a Le un <'ll'cLcd 
pn•siclenL pro tl'mporc rur f.hc 
sPnaL<', to g-ovC'rn Lhl' allocation of 
SC funds Lo student c lubs, nnd Lo 
appropr iate $I 00 for thC' Florida 
-Symphony Orchestra. The bills 
underwent their l'irsL reading, and 
will havt• Lu wait until tomorrow's 
meeting bt>fon• they can bl' volt•d 
upon. Anyunl' int<'rPsL<'d in any of 
Lhe bills should be prt•scnt uL Lhe 
meeLin~ aL '1 pm in GC I 03. 
Students Voice Opinions 
On William CalleyVerdict 
A poll of some FTU students showed Lhat. considerable favoritism 
towards Lt. William Calley in his recent court-martial is present on 
campus. 
Campus opinion followed the nation-wide trend or eight-tu-one in 
favor or Calley. Most of the 
statements attributed innocence of Lhat the A1·my should Luke Lhe 
murder to the belief that Calley was 
"doing his duty." 
Ray Epperson, a senior in the 
College of Humanities and Fine 
Aris, felt. "the trial is a farce .. . 
Calley was sent over there to do a 
job, and did it, and then was 
persecuted for doing it.." 
blam ." 
Joe Bivins, a natural science 
,major, blames Lhe "system'> 
According to our laws, Calley 1s 
gui lty or murder, but should Lhesl' 
I a ws apply Lo Vietnam? Let's 
change some Lb ing!" l •no RAD I 0 ))))1((((  I 5 B CBS RADO AFFLIATE Young joined the FTU faculty in 1969 as associate professor of political science and has served as acting chairman of the department since its creation Ron Offenhauser, a junior in social sciences, said, "The trial 
should never have taken place. I \,_,_,_,_,_.,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,,,..,_,_,_,_,,,..,,,..,_,_,_,,,.., ... was stationed in Viet Nam at. Lhe 
~ ' same time as Calley and I can Lei! 
Chris Peers, a sop homo re in 
natural sciences, blames the 
Amer.ican people and thinks Calley 
shou Id have been prosecuted. 
"Peop le' think LhaL just because he 
is an American that he's excused 
from his actions. America is a great 
nation for rallying behind the 
underdog, his gu ilt or innocence 
being a l most irrelevant." 
' ' you My Lai wasn't an isolated 
' ' incident. It is absurd to hand one 
' ~ man for the blunder of a natioJ'.\." ~ ' ~ Patrice Stover, a senior in visual 
' ' arts education, along with Chris 
' ' Hand, a sophomore in ed ucation: 
Probably the best summary of 
student sentiment of the Ca lley 
trial comes from David Massey, a 
freshman in natural sciences, who 
sa id simply, "Bah, humbug." 
' ' "If Calley is prosecuted, then they 
' T h d ' would have to prosecute all the way 
Campus Glances ~ ouc a ream -, ~~e~~~~~~:,- every so ldier that was 
., Who should take the blame for 
' ' the Calley trial and My Lai? Are you looking for Lruth? Come 
' ' "Somebody was at fault," said to the Christian Bible Study on 
' ' Richard Van Duy_ne, "and I think Thursdays, in LR 210 at 11 am ~ sleep till yesterd~y. ~~a~~lit~y~~rk ~J~im~V~~H~o~~L~i~n~~d&~ 
, ' (Guaranteed) PAINTING CONTRACTOR Bonded 
• ~~~~:~~ !~~~~~~!~~. 
-; live an ehrnitythink ~~V-7_-~_o_s __ c_~_~_~_ia_l_&-Re-si-de_~_ia_iF_ra_e_Es_ti_ma_~_s~ 
' ~ · 
' ' ! thoughts of your own ~ ~~~ "BLACK COMEDY" I NOW PLAYING lflmf~l1'J J ~· 1 Grand Slap Stick -'..~ ~ Reservations & Information 851-2000 ' ' ' ' ~ the individual man ~~· ~~~~~~~ 
~ ' 
' ' ' ' 
' '  rush TAU KAPPA EPSILON  
' ' 
' ' ' ' 
' ' ' ' 
' ' 
Surfboards with Sails 
''Hang Ten .on the Wind" 
We now. ha:ve a new shipment of Surfboards 
with Sails. 
Come in and see our display model and 15 
minute film on this new exciting sport. 
Fridays 4-8 pm. 
' ' ! . . ! 111 EA~J: ~I .~~, .-.. l~ .b!~fks.san~ o~_ i,•.t?fa,ry>, ,, RJ;f.l;~NOP. ~ ·-r.1-~~,_,_,_~1~1-1_1,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,,,..,_~-~,,,..,,,..,_,,,..,~·~~---~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~---------~-J 
Postgraduate Shop 
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The Stuff 'n1 Such column, 
including copies of pictures which 
can be purchased from the FuTUre, 
can be of great value to club 
historians. All campus organizations 
are invited to make use of the 
column. 
Stu ff 'n' Such is a column 
designed for FTU club news. Any 
campus club is welcome to submit 
articles by noon on the Tuesday 
before the desired publication date. 
These articles may include ther 
announcement of a new club's 
formation, meeting times, officer 
elections and any activities the 
club hds participated in or is 
planning. 
A /so, occasional pictures of 
selected club activities will be taken 
to be used with the column. If a 
club is planning an activity that 
they feel merits a picture, they may 
request one from Mary Anna 
Jackson, Stuff 'n' Such columnist, 
in the FuTure office, AD 118. 
Picture requests should be made a 
week in advance to ensure that they 
will get into the issue immediately 
following the event. 
-o-
MRA 
The Men's Residence Association 
(MRA) will be holding electic:>ns for 
president Wednesday, April ?l. 
Any male resident who would hke 
to run for this position may see 
David Andrews in C-138 or Arthur 
Haas in C-108-A on or before April 
19. 
If a student has an MRA pole 
larrip and has not paid the rental fee 
for the spring quarter, the pole 
lamp will be collected . 
MRA meetings are open to all 
residents . They are held in C-138 at 
10 pm Monday nights. 
-u-
AQUA KNIGHTS 
The constitution of the Aqua 
Knights was officially approved by 
StudenL Government last Tuesday. 
At the first meeting of the skin 
and scuba diving club the following 
officers were elected: Bob Find1'ly, 
president; Bruce· Gardn.er, vice 
president; Gordon Lightfoot, 
secretary; and Jeff Jones, treasur~r. 
The Aqua Knights will begin 
scuba diving classes on campus 
tomorrow poolside at 4 pm. Classes 
1 EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTER lie. 
5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 
273-3373 
(Across from Highway Patrol Station) 
Central Florida's Largest 
Aqua-Lung Dealership & Pro-Shop 
Day, Night, & Private Classes 
All Equipment Furnished 
National & International 
Certification Offered 
For Info Call: 
Jim Hollis at 273-3373 
Only Master Instructor 
In Florida 




& OTHER BRANDS 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
- 24 hr. Air Fill Service -
Complete Service&. Rental 
will be taught by Harry Willis, a 
certified instructor. 
Discussion at the last meeting 
covered tentative plans for a diving 
trip to Bimini during the quarter 
break and numerous other dives, 
including a trip to Cape Canaveral, 
are in the offing. 
All students are invited to attend 
the first diving session tomorrow. 
-o-
NEWMAN CENTER 
ATTENTION - All students are 
requested to stop talking about the 
pollution problem and to start 
doing something about it. The week 
April 19-24 has been designated as 
National Earth Week in place of last 
year's Earth Day. The Newman 
StudenL Center is in the midst of 
planning and coordinating an 
ACTION type program to be held 
April 22. 
This projecL will hopefully 
involve all fraternities, sororities, 
clubs organizations and individuals 
aL FTU. Any organization that is 
not contacLed by April 9 
concerning what Lhey can do, 
please call John Geiger (831-4597) 
or Susan ThisLle (275-2803), 
leave your name, organization and 
phone number. 
Since Lhis is a Newman-organized 
effort iL will be an ACTION progr~m. Newman is not going to 
talk 1al:>out pollution or the 
ecological problems faced here in 
Central Florida. 
This project will consist of 
actually going out, on Thursday, 
April 22, and cleaning up the entire 
FTU Blvd. from SR 436 to the 
entrance of FTU. This is an overall 
length of approximately 6.2 .miles. 
FuTUre 
-e' Stt41 
Watch for details of the project to 
be given in next week's FuTUre, 




Returning winter quarter co-op 
students, 22 strong, assembled last 
Monday for their regularly 
scheduled orientation and Student 
Co-op Council meeting at 11 am in 
Ad 397. Ted Rajchel, FTU Co-op 
Coordinator, welcomed them back 
from their work - training 
assignment, etc. . 
The main purpose of the meeting 
was to get a slate of nominees for 
L he new officers of the FTU 
Student Co-op Council. The present 
officers are: chairman, Curt 
Jefferies: first vice chairman, Leah 
.Ford; second · vice chairman, Bob 
Lib bey; secretary, Nicholas 
Francisco; treasurer, Ray Brownlee. 
The new officers will be elected 
June 3 and will take over their 
offices July 1. 
A report was submitted on the 
International Cooperative 
Education Association Conference 
held in Tampa last January. FTU 
was represented at the conference 
by Lea:h Ford and Bob Lib bey. 
Leah was elected secretary of the 
newly orgaP-ized Co-op Student 
Division of CEA. 
The St udent Co-op Council's 
Constitution, which was approved 
February 25 by Student 
Government and by Vice . President 
of Student Affairs W. Rex Brown, 
was reviewed, discussed and 
explained. The Council is now 
ready to officially implement 
several activities. 
It is noted that there are a total 
of 52 Co-op students on alternate . 
work training assignments. There 
are also about 150 eligible Co-ops 
ready for placement as soon as 
Co-op positions are established. 
Acco rd i ng to the conditional 
Constitution eligible Co-op 
applicants are qualified for 
membership and full participation 
in the activities of the FTU Student 
Co-op Council. 
Informal Rush 
Set By Panhell 
The Panhellenic Board of FTU 
has scheduled Informal Spring Rush 
to include the following dates: 
registration, April 12, 13 and 14 
from 9 am to 3 pm in the Dean of 
Women's office; parties are from 
April 15 through April 18 at each 
sororiLy's discretion; and, bids are 
after 3 pm on Monday, April 19. 
All girls Lhat are full time students 
in good standing with the university 
are strongly urged to participate as 
there will 11ot be another rush until 
January, 1972. 
Panhellenic will hold a workshop 
on Saturday, April 17, for all 
sororities on campus. This 
workshop will begin at 9 am in the 
Multi Purpose Roan. 
Panhell hosted fifteen national 
sororities on Tuesday, March 30, for 
informal rushing purposes. Each 
sorority presented its own program 
to the nationals after the opening 
which included a song and a speech 
by Dean Sarchet about national 
procedure. 
THIS WEEK'S MOVIE & •AX GALLED BOBSB 
April 16 
April 18 
What Is Life? 
LIFE is laughing at a new joke. 
LIFE is knowing that no matter how old or young you are, 
there is someone who will !is.ten to your rap. 
LIFE is hearing about a big drug bust in Winter Park. 
LIFE is a Black cat telling you you can't begin to understand 
why he resents you. 
LIFE is getting hurt for being honest. 
LIFE is a red-neck cop knocking your teeth out. 
LIFE is hearing your favorite song on the radio. 
But there is more to life than just music. 
If Music is the only thing on radio you can relate to, 
you' re probably not a WLOF I istener. 
~ 
95 
April 12, 1971 
New concise, fascinating 
reference book that goes 
beyond mere facts and figures. 
The Guide's format makes it 
easy to see the patterns of 
American history as they 
emerged and put the events of 
our past into perspective. 
$)495 
A new comprehensive listing 
and guide to a wide variety of 
proper names. There really is 
no other reference book quite 
like this one in all American 
literature. 
The best handy-size dictionary 
for school, home, or office. 
Based on the unabridged 
Webster's 3rd New 
International Dictionary, it 
has the editorial skill and 
experience of 8 unabridged 
and 6 collegiate editions. 
Indexed s7so 
Pin Poi n t reference system 
finds words instantly. Features 
240 ,000 words . Contains 
slang, colloquialisms and 
special expressions. Expanded, 
simplified index. 
"'""'"" george Stuart 
Phone: 241-3.431. 
133 EAST ROBINSON 
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO 
Y CHECK WITH !i•,orge stuarf 
April i2, 1971 
LXA 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA would 
like to take this opportunity to 
announce the engagement of 
brother Tim (Hawkeye) Batchelor 
to Laureen Gustafson. All the 
brothers offer their congratulations 
and best wishes. 
Last Saturday the associate 
members (a pledge by any other 
name ... ) hosted the brothers and 
little sisters at a party which was 
held at Lloyd Richardson's 
property on Lake Mills. The 
brothers wish to thank the associate 
members for their efforts. 
Last week brothers Martyn 
Dennis and Mike McClenny 
attended a Lambda Chi Alpha area 
conclave. The conclave was 
presented by the Lambda Chis from 
University of Florida. 
On Saturday and Sunday, April 
17 and 18, LXA will be involved in 
the Open House activities at the 
Eccelston Callahand Achievement 
Center. This Center is involved in 





Brothers Ralph Bundy, Chris 
Wilson and Mike Charron and Ii ttle 
sisters Sharon Smith and Mary 
Anne Erben deserve a big round of 
applause for the typical Lambda 
Chi Alpha style they displayed in 
last Tuesday's fashion show. 
Associate members have a 
comedy skit planned for the 
brothers at the regular Monday 
night meeting. 
This Thursday on campus there 
will be a basketball game between 
the L~ brothers and pledges. The 
losers will buy the liquid 
refreshments. All beer loving 
brothers are urged to get into the 
action. 
On Friday at 10 am all LXA 
brothers and associates will meet at 
the Circle and caravan to Daytona 
for a day of fun in the sun (we 
hope!). Those that can't make the 
caravan can look for the Green and 
Gold on the beach by the King's 
Inn Motel. 
In two weeks LXA has a "Hell's 
Angels" theme party planned. Get 
your gear together brothers and 
let's show a lot of class. 
SORO RAS 
Sororas Sorority is very proud to 
have won the sorority award for 
collecting money for Lily Day with 
the Easter Seal Society. The sisters 
and pledges collected money Friday 
and Saturday at Sears on East 
Colonial Drive. They would like to 
take this opportunity to extend 
their . congratulations to Sigma 
BULLETIN - FTU - Orlando -
The Student Government of 
Florida Technological University 
announced today the 
elimination of sections in the 
constitution guaranteeing the 
right to vote in student 
elections. By a unanimous 
decision, the Senate decided 
there was relatively little interest 
remaining in Student 
Government. All powers of the 
process, judicial action, 
al location of funds, and 
watchdog activities will be 
turned over the administration 
as the present Student 
Government leaders are phased 
out. The President of the now 
defunct Student Body, in an 
exclusive int~rview' said ... 
. Sigma Chi for receiving the 
fraternity award for Lily Day 
collections. 
Sororas has been busy with plans 
for doing volunteer work with 
Camp Challenge, which is 
supported through the Easter Seal 
Society. They have also written 
letters to legislators concerning the 
proposed tuition hike for Florida. 
KS 
Once again, the brothers, little 
sister pledges and prospective 
pledges of Kappa Sigma had a 
SUPER week. Beginning with the 
house party Friday, April 2, 
prospective pledges were 
introduced to the brothers. Party 
goers enjoyed brother Butch Denis' 
stereo system, Paul Harkiewicz's 
dancing and Chuck Ludwig's 
Fu TU re Page 5 
TKE 
TKE is proud to welcome seven 
new bro Lhe rs into the bond. 
Pledgrd and initiated last quarter, 
these seven men exemplify the 
spirit of the individual man in Tau 
Kappa Epsilon. Congratulations Lo 
Fr a n k G o rd o n , p I e d g e c I ass 
president, Randy Harper, Rick 
Mc I e 11 a n d , G reg 0 r i , R u ss 
Reynolds, Stev Kurtz and Howard 
Vandewater. 
TEKE Epiprytanis (vice 
p r 's id e n t) Tim G i 11 is re ce n LI y 
rt> signed his posi Lion and was 
n•placed !'or the interim by past 
c Prytanis (Presidcn L) . Fred Carter. 
Lambda Chi's Chris Wilson shows that the male of the species can 
also have fancy plummage. Sororas' Barbie Collins looks on approvingly 
as Wilson models clothes during H.I.S. fashion show in the MP Room. 
and everyone managed a good laugh 
during the proceedings. 
Kappa Sigma sent three 
representatives to the Kappa Delta 
Sorority White Rose formal Friday 
night at Georgia Southern College 
in Statesboro, Ga. Brothers Lee 
ConstantiPe, Duncan Marks and 
Charlie O'Marra returned to 
Daytona Beach Saturday to join the 
brotherhood in their Easter 
weekend celebrations already in 
progress. 
Before the official Easter 
weekend began for the Kappa 
Sigmas, the Ii ttle sister pledges 
treated the brothers to a dinner 
party Thut'Sday night where I.he 
slaves and I.heir masters went into 
action. 
The brothers are reminded of the 
mandatory work party Saturday. 
Congratulations from the fraternity 
to Rick Smiley, the new Grand 
Procurator. 
TRl-K 
Rush were discussed, and Sunday, 
April 18, was t.he dale set for the 
party. They also agreed Lo play 
"East. r Bunny" for their adopLed 
children, Yolando and Anthony 
Collins. East.er baskets will be 
deliver d this weekend. 
They started out th is quarter v ry 
appropriately after Lhe meeting by 
congregating up at Lhe Stone for a 
prearranged social with Tyes. 
Everyone stayed up way past 
bedtime talking, laughing, eating, 
etc! The beverage agents that 
showed up gave some a scare but 
most everyone had Lh situation 
well in hand. 
TYES 
Tyes is proud Lo announce that 
the sorority won the Scholarship 
Certificate for fall quarter. The 
sisters were happy Lo see Lhat the 
pledges also won. 
ThC' broLhers are sorry Lo have losL 
a g-oud officer. Election or the new 
Epiprytani was held Thursday 
nig-h L. 
This sanw night was a busy one 
for the brothers who, aller the 
m<.>PLing-, had pictun•s taken in 
, Mead Gardens and then opened the 
plcdg<.' season wiLh a rush party al 
Gulfside Apartments. Whal a way 
Lo start a quarter. 
The TKE monthly Sunday service 
was conducted by Rabbi Larry 
Halpern of the CongregaLion of 
Liberal Judism last Sunday. Quite a 
debate was enjoined concerning the 
Calley case. 
·o-
In their Sunday afternoon 
get-togeLher l'or the local alumni on 
April 4, the FTU chapter of Alpha 
Tau Omega counted 28 brothers, 
26 wives, and assorLed fraternity 
sisters, children, and friends, which 
brought the number o[ participants 
well over· 150. Refreshments were 
served at Lhe fraternity house on 
the corner o[ Alafaya Trail and 
Florida Tech Blvd., then brothers 
and gu sts toured the General 
CI ass room Bu i Id i n g , S c i e n ce 
Auditorium, Village Center, and Lhe 
dorms in the rain, which ATO 
spokesman Wilson Gordon believes 
reduced Lhe turnout. Gordon was 
encouraged by Lhe disappearance of 
fourteen cases of beer during the 
festivities and said this may have 
compensated for the pouting 
weather (it. has been a dry year). 
-0· 
Alpha Kappa Pi is now in the 
process of getting full on-campus 
recognition. They would like Lo 
thank the other Greeks who have 
Not too far fetched - barely 
1/3 the student population at 
F.T.U. voted last time - is there a 
need for next time · - what the 
hell - it really doesn't matter - or 
does it? 
fantastic chess moves. Tri-Ks wish to express extreme 
Tyes will be sponsoring a sorority 
workshop on April 14. The 
workshop will provide an 
opportunity for all sororities Lo get 
together and work together. 
offered them assistance in their 
formation. They feel this is good 
Greek brotherhood. 
VOTE - APRIL 29, 30, 1971 
Student Government 
Office of Public Relations 
Sunday night's little sister gratitude to Florida's liquid 
pledges' Slave Auction was a sunshine for making the spring 
smashing success, with brother Karl beach weekend such a success! 
Lorenz collecting a harem. Bids on However, the sisters had no 
certain items were unusually high difficulty in finding fun and 
Tyes is proud to announce the 
engagements of sisters Laui;een 
Gustafson, Jan Crews and Melissa 
Hardman. 
They are planning a party for 
their members and the area Pi 
Kappa Alpha chapters for next 
Friday night. There will be free 
beverages and a live band. Sororities 
on campus are asked to come and 
Paid for by Student Government 




h.i.s. - MALE - LEVI 
CAMPUS - HUBBARD ! 
2, 3 & 4 Piece 
Double and Single J/i 
Breasted ~ 
Sizes 36 · 48 ~ 
Double Knits 
_Dacron and Wool 
·Dacron and Cotton 
Over 3,000 pair 
SIZES 28 - 52 Reg. and Long ~ 
-------~ SHIRTS by 
FREE, FAST ALTERATIONS " VAN HUESEN 
. . •·. 
FASHION SHOES 
6Yz. 12 
$ 6 00 - ::i~?:, .: }J_:,_: .. 
·:~i::~~· •, '-.... $1000 
$) 695 - $2100 
) · ~eo;:e:~;~:~:gu;;e by 
s~.~tsJ-~\i. 
Also Choose 
from our Wide Selection of 
Fashion-Colored Socks. 
WINTER PARK MALl 
I 
amusement. 
At their weekly meeting last 
Mc:rnda~ nig~ pla~s fo;_ Sp_ri~g 
Jf you don't see what you want., 
ask for it! 
THEe::-p~ BANK 
. (o d ~ tf Ovtu!b 
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO, FLORIDA 3276!5 
-.. 
-o- meet their brothers and help 
entertain the Pike brothers. 
Admission is free. For details call 
Vice Pres. Steve Heitzner at 
831-5786. 
The fratemi ty is looking forward 
to campus recognition and 
, affiliation with the IFC. They feel 
that the Greeks will put on a really 
great GREEK WEEK this year and 
they very much want to participate 
in it. 
Five minutes north of F.T.U. The officers of AKPi are Jim Thomas, president; · Steve Heitzner, 
vice president; Brian Timmerman, 
secretary; Chuck Baylis, treasurer 
and Curt Roberts, pledgemaster. · 






Custom style your ring with the school name, 
on the base and w ith o design or pla in setting for the stone. 
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, block onyx, 





You don't have to be rich 




Fu TU re 
TENNIS TALENTS REVEALED - FTU tennis for FTU Dr. Alexander Wood believes that Stetson 
player reveals fancy fMehand action in match against lost because of bad wind conditions ~d a court 
Stetson University played last Tuesday. Tennis Coach Stetson was not used to. (Photo by Jon Fmdell). 
Tech 9-0 Tennis Victory 
Blowin' In The Wind, Sand 
. . competi t ion . FTU playe rs drifted over to. ~he 
By Mike Crites Kelahar and Herring won a adjoining court where the ferrunme 
The winning streak now stands aL squeaker 1 over Lenahan and tennis Knights were practicing. 
three for Lhe FTU Tennis ~nigh_ts . Thompson by a score of 9-8. Wood remarked that ~t was "~o_od 
A conquest of Stetson University Playing in the wind became so strategy to have the girls pract1c1~g 
on the home court last Tuesday ran frustrating to the teams that_ a nearby . The fellov-:s are teaching 
the FTU record to 3-3. one-set sudden death sconng the girls." He explamed that n~ne 
FTU pulled off a complete 9-0 method was set up for the doubles of the girls have played on a high 
sweep of the tournament "'.'ith competition. Whitacre and Stone school team "If they look good 
Ste:..Lson . "Sweep" is an appropriate easily defeated Kuchar and Frates, enough we will schedule a 
word, since much of the afternoon 8-1 . Broussard and Poppell tournament for them." 
was spent sweeping sand from the trounced Beckwith and Dorne, 8-1. Don Hodgkins and Wood are now 
court . "We need a wooden fence, or c 0 mp et in g in the Mas t ers 
"We are disgusted with this whole something to keep the sand off the Tournament at St. Petersburg. 
setup. The person who designed court " said Wood. "We ought to There are 32 players in the single 
this court was someone V:'h~ get a 'copy of this (FuTUre's ~ennis elimination tournament including 
obviously never played tenms, article) and send it to the president. some Davis Cup players from 
commented Stetson 's Pete Kuchar. "I'm embarrassed to be here in Ecuador, Brazil, Germany and 
Many of the Stetson players were the wind and sand," Wood said to Canada. 
dismayed about the FTU court. Stetson's coach Roy Hussey. FTU meets Seminole Junior 
FTU's coach, Dr. Alexander "It really d~esn't bother me," College on their home court next 
Wood, apologized to Stetson's replied Hussey. Tuesday at 2 pm to avenge an earlier 
players: "I'm rea!ly sorry about Wood replied , " You're just a real heartbreaking loss. Emma Spencer, 
t his . I guess you will have more fun nice person." SJC's coach, wrote a letter to Wood 
at your place . Not too much fun, I "FTU just has the better team, complaining about the "dangerous" 
hope." whether there is wind blowing, rain playing conditions at FTU. The 
Jim Kelahar s~ored a 6-2, 6-2 falling, or moon shining, " match will go o~ a~. schedule~ 
victory over Mike Lenahan of concluded Hussey. despite the complaint. She (SJC s 
Stestson. Charlie Herring went to Stetson was missing their number coach) had a small broom for 
the third set be fore turning back three and number four players . dusting off the players' feet before 
Stetson's Jesse Thompson ~ith sets They should be stronger on their they go onto the court," Sto.ne 
o f 6-1 , 1-6 , and 6-0. FTU s Larry home court with those two players commen t ed about the earlier 
Whitacre swep t Peter Kuchar 6-1 back in the rematch. But Coach tournament this year in Sanford. 
and fl-0. With two se_ts of ?-1 , Hussey was pessimistic about "We need some support; , Bri~g 
Ralph Stone of the ~nigh ts nai_led defeating FTU in the rematch. some more reporters, said 
down a win over Rick Beckwith. IL is interesting to note that after Whi t acre. 
Bruce Broussard took a 6-3 , 6-2 com1-1p~le~t~io~n~~o,:;.f_::;th~e~i~r-m:.:,:a:.;,;t;ch:;.e;,;s;...;t;,;,;h;,;~ _____________ , 
match over Steve Frates. Stetson 's • 
Padge Dorne lost to Tom Poppell in 
se ts of 6-1 and 6-2 to complete 
FTU ' s sweep of the singles 
VW Rides Again 
'68 VW SOUAREBACK 
SEDAN $1795°0 
' 64 CHEVY PICKUP 
s99500 
'67 DELUXE BUG 
51295°0 
'70 KARMANN GHIA 
COUPE 
s2295°0 
'70 VW CAMPER 
53595°0 





Authorized Volkswagen Outer 
6363 E. Colonial Drive 
5 Miles West of F.T.U. 




B rPeze in for you r favorite treat and 
brec>ze out in a SC'cond. There's never 
a crowd waiting- at Burger Chef, 
'cau~c' WC' serve> you I• AST! 
People on· the go 
1t Flori'• T eclt 
go BURGER CHEF 
. HWY. 17-92 
at Casselberry~ Fla. 
(across from Seminole Plaza) 
franchised nat1onw1de by Burger Chef Systems. lnd1anapolrs 
PEOPLE ON THE GO, GO BURGER CHEF! 
April 12, 1971 
'Iron Men' Best Yet, 
Byrd Breaks Records 
By LARRY !\'.'cCORKLE .· T 
The FTU "Iron Men" finished in second place at _the Flonda AAl 
Weightlifting Championships hosted by FTU at t he vymter Park YMCA. 
Stan Stanczyk's "300 " Club placed first , but FT"l! gamed revenge on the 
University of Florida Weightlifting Team by nosing out the Gators for 
the runnerup trophy . compete at . the State AAU 
Those fans that made it out to Powerlift Championships to be held 
the YMCA were in for a treat as Joe May 1 at Florida State University in 
Dube 1969 World Weightlifting Tallahassee. 
Cham,pion, performe.d an exhi_bition ..:I===:___ __________ ! 
in weightlifting. Using all his 320 
pounds of muscle,. Dube ~lean~d 
475 pounds but failed to Jerk 1t. JA.11,~ Still, the 4 7 5 pound clean was only. IClf,t.#1 11,,1' 
only 30 pounds off the worlds J 
record. . SFORlS FTU's Farrel Byrd finished first 
in the 132 pound class and in doing 
so broke two Flodda State Teenage 
records. Byrd's 245-pound lift in 
the clean and jerk is the tops in the 
state for his age group and weight 
classification, as is his 635-pound NEWS 
total. Byrd has probably the best L--------------
chance of any FTU weightlifter of ---------'-------, 
competing for any honors at the 
Junior Nationals held in May. 
Harvey Newton weighed in at 
203 pounds , the lightest of those 
lifters in the 242 pound class, and 
still finished second with his best 
total ever of 87 5 pounds. Newton 
just missed jerking 335 pounds 
which would have tied him for top 
honors in the clean and jerk 
competition. 
John Rouse, FTU's 
sup er - heavyweight wrestler, 
finished third in his class - a very 
fine performance for working out 
on 1 y two weeks prior to the 
championships. Ed Weber of FTU 
also finished third in the 123 pound 
class as did Kevin Schnur in the 
148 pound class. Schnur record~d a 
personal high in the clean and Jerk 
(235 lbs.) and press (200 lbs.), and 
his total was 35 pounds higher than 
when he 1 ifted at the State 
Colle g i ates 1 as t February in 
Gainesville. 
The "Iron Men" will next 
Team Member Class Place 
Webber, Ed 123 Third 
Byrd, Farrel 132 First 
Schnur, Kevin 148 Third 
Schnur, Gil** 148 
ST. PETE 
(Continued from Previous Page) 
an 11-0 advantage. BJC scored four 
times in their half of the fourth, 
one in the fifth, two in the sixth, 
one in the seventh, and one in the 
eighth. 
Coach John Pantelias will direct 
his Goldsox against SPJC on 
Monday, and BJC on Tuesday, at 
McCracken Field in Orlando. FTU 
played Stetson last Wednesday. 
"We have a fine bunch of boys. 
Considering the limited facilities 
and finances, they are doing an 
excellent job . They are doing better 
than expected," Coach Pantelias 
evaluated. 
-o-
Tampa University, Valencia 
Junior College, and Florida Tech 
golfers will compete in a triangle 
meet this afternoon at 2 pm at the 
Rio Pinar Country Club. 
Clean & 
Press Snatch Jerk Total 
90 90 130 310 
210 180 245* 635 
200 155 235 600 
115 110 145 370 
Hatcher, Mike 165 Seventh 175 175 230 580 
Schnur, Wray** 165 Eighth 120 115 160 395 
Wessels, Cati** 198 235 210 265 710 
Newton, Harvey 242 Second 290 260 335 875 
Rouse, John S·HY Third 190 175 220 585 
(Jk ' .ANIXI"<; NF.W~ST ORJVF.·IN TIIEATRE 
SUBURBAN 
DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
EAST 50 AT UNION PARK 
TELEPHONE : 273--0880 
AT 7:15 [!!J BORN IDSERS i"CDLDR 
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Summer Camp Is Planned 
Summer Sports Camp 
Olf ered To Youngsters 
Through the sponsorship of the College of Education and the 
Continuing Education Departments, FTU will conduct its First Annual 
Sports Day Camp for children ranging in age from five to 12 years old. 
Under the directionship of Associate Professor Richard Hunter, the 
summer sports program will offer 
professional instruction in session is different in that some 
swimming and diving, basketball, offer different sports than others." 
football, soccer, tennis, wrestling, If there are two or more students in 
golf, and baseball. Assisting Hunter a family interested in the camp, a 
in the instruction phase will be price reduction is offered. Students 
Intramural Director Kenneth are required to bring their own 
Renner, Wrestling Coach Gerald tennis shoes, shorts, T-shirts, 
Gergley, Basketball Coach Eugene baseball gloves, swimming trunks, 
Clark, and Drs. Troy Cleland and and lunch money should they 
John Powell from the Department decide to eat at the Village Center 
of Education. Dining Hall be fore leaving. 
The summer camp will start June Any boy or girl students between 
2.1 and will run through July 30. It the ages of 5 and 12· who are 
will be divided into three sessions. interested in attending the FTU 
The first starts June 21 and ends camp this summer can . pick up 
July 2. The second session begins applications in Mr. Hunter's office 
July 5 and runs through July 16. in room 102 in the Physical 
July 19 marks the beginning of the Ed u c-a ti on B u i l d in g. The 
third session which runs through application deadline is May 19. For 
July 30. The Monday through further information on the camp, 
Friday classes begin every date at 9 contact Mr. Hunter at 27 5-2579. 
am and ends at 12 am. Each daily . 
class session will be divided into 
three periods involving different 
sport activities. These periods run 
from 9 am - 9:50 am., 10 am -
10:50 am and 11 am - 11:50 am. 
All sports equipment and facilities 
will be oriented on campus and will 
include the football and soccer 
playing fields, the olympic-sized 
pool, the baseball diamond, tennis 
courts and the air conditioned 




The children attending the camp 
will be divided into three groups . 
according to age. The Juniors will 
be the five, six, and seven year olds, • • I 
the Intermediates will include the ·Sw1 rri m Ing Poo 
eight and nine-year-olds, and the 
Saturday. The Goldsox won the first game of the 
doubleheader 5-4. The Knights lost the second game 
9-2. (Photo by Chuck Seithel). 
DETERMINED GOLDSOX - FTU First basemen 
for the FTU Goldsox, Vic Spotts (Background) and 
Pitcher Bill Parkham look det.ermined to win game 
played against St. Pet.ersburg Junior College last 
Goldsox Win 1, Lose 1, Seniors group will be the ten, H 0 u rs WOMEN'S TENNIS ele;:~; a;g1 ~=l~e~i':r~i~!J· by the Monday 3_6 pm Ten girls attended the first 
''team'' practice of the FTU 
number of students per family and Tuesday 12-3 pm Women's Intramural Tennis Club. 
by the session in which the student Wednesday 3-6 pm Due to extreme wind the practice 
attends. For one student attending was unsuccessful. The next 
the first session the cost is $30. If Thursday 12-3 pm scheduled practice is Tuesday, April 
he attends the second the cost is Friday 12-3 pm 13, at 4 pm. All interested girls are 
$55, and if he chooses the third the Saturday 12-5 pm asked to attend. For further 
fee is $80. "The reason the prices Sunday 12-5 pm information call Dr. Alexander 
v~ ,"said Hunt_er, ''.is because each Wood at extension 2318. 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
you may look and see one 
we look and see many 
do not change for us 
come as you are 
the individual man 
rush TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
In St. Pete Doubleheader 
FTU's Goldsox split a doubleheader with St. Petersburg Junior College 
last Saturday. Bill Parham went the distance in the first game that was 
won by FTU, 5-4. The Knights dropped the nightcap by a score of 9-2. 
SPJC jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the first game with one run in the 
first inning and two in the fourth. 
FTU's shortstop Tim Gillis led off first inning and twice in the second 
to take a 3-2 lead. SPJC added two 
the visitors half of the fifth inning runs in the third, sixth, and eighth 
by drawing a base-on-balls. He innings to wrap up the contest. 
moved to second, and scored on a Mark Denno was the losing pitcher 
single by Pat McCarty. for FTU, bringing his slate to 3-3. 
The Goldsox picked up three The Goldsox lost to Brevard 
runs in the sixth to take a 4-3 lead. Junior College April 1st in Cocoa, 
First baseman Vic Spotts was hit by 12-11. The game included 14 hits 
a pitch, Parham struck out, antl by BJC and 12 by FTU. 
Gillis walked. Second baseman FTU took a 4-0 lead in the first 
Danny Odom clouted a triple, and inning, which dwindled to 4-3 in 
McCarty followed with a single. the third. Owen Moorehead, FTU's 
SPJC's Rick Counts homered to catcher, reached on an error to 
tie the score at 4-4 in the bottom of begin the fourth inning. Wilson 
the sixth. Gillis led off the eighth singled, and Rodriguez doubled to 
inning with a triple, and scored the send Moorehead home. Spotts ' 
winning run on a ground ball to the struck out. Pitcher Billy Spellman 
right side of the infield. Parham was delivered a single Lo score Wilson. 
the winning pitcher, advancing his Rodriguez scored on a single .by 
record to 1 -1. Odom, and Spellman scored on 
FTU took a 2-0 lead in the first McCarty's single. Center fielder 
inning of the second game on Steve Jack Sirianni ripped a triple to send 
Wilson's single scoring McCarty, McCarty home with the seventh run 
who. had singled, and . Bob of the inning, and give the Goldsox 
Rodriguez. SPJC scored once m the (Continued on Page 8) 
********************************~ ~ OPPORTUNITY IS 6 ! 
: $$$$$$$$$$$ KNOCKINGI ~ ! 
* (!) * * I can show you how to supplement your __. * 
* income ... and double it!!!! For one evening of co * 
* your time. 0 * ~  s~ 215.4534 ~ z 
·********************************* -- - ----- - - - . . --
~-·-­.  ~ COWONENTS • SPEAKER SYSTEMS 
RECEIVERS - TAPE DECb 
.:truttbtp aubio Jnc. 
(305) 
647·4962 
339 PARK AVENUE SOUTH WINTER ~I(. FLORIDA 32789 
t f I 
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CANCER: 
A close friend .will offer you 
Fu TU re 
much of the material they do 
together, such as "Simmons' 
Daughter" and "Maiden's Lament." 
They also sang "Margaret and the 
Creativity Weeks will continue 
during the weekend. The one-acts 
will be Saturday at 8 pm at 
Ichabod, and experimental films 
April 12, 1971 
Ir ®Ir Jrumfrr 
Jlnrribscnpr 
· some good ad vice today. You will 
ignore-it. As a result you will break 
out in a heat rash in a very 
embarrassing place. 
Dutchman," about two old people will be 7 :30 pm Sunday at Ichabod. 
whose love is still strong. Peter Klappart, poet from Rollins 
After singing individually, the College and winner of the Yale 
performers sang together in various Poetry Prize will be at Ichabod 1 
combinations to complete the :pm Monday, April 19. Also at 
show. · Ichabod, modern films will be 
No Patio Parties, 
Says SA Official 
The patio area in front of the 
Administration Building has been 
eliminated as a location for student 
entertainment such as concerts, 
speakers and festivals. 
LEO: 
If you wear glasses, expect your 
left lens to fall out of the frame by 
6:30. If you don't wear glasses, 
1 don't open your eyes too wide until · 
late afternoon. 
Cokes were provided free by the ' shown at 7 :30 pm. 
The idea of patio entertainment 
has been proposed by faculty and 
students alike. According to W. Rex 
Brown, vice president for student 
affairs, the patio is part of the 
academic area of FTU and "will be 
maintained for academic purposes." 
Brown cited the area around the 
Library and the Administration 
Building as academic areas. 
Resident Seer. 
For Monday, April 12 
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: 
In 'order to be fair to your 
friends, tell both of them to stay at 
least 20 feet from you today. The 
stars are not clear about exactly 
what's going to happen, but I 
wouldn't want to be near you when 
it does. Pay off bad debts in the 
a.m. Don't let people remember 




The show may lead to more folk 
presentations, and already the VC is 
considering setting more concerts 
outside. 
You will find yourself gently 
foaming at the mouth by lunch. It 
means you have rabies. It's too late. 
I They will probably shoot you. · ..--------------
Tough break. 
LIBRA: MILLI CAN TOURS 
Whatever that joke you pulled on (Continue~ from Page 1) 
your boyfriend was, he didn't like!'----------------' 
it. Don't worry, though, the rumor 
is that it made him sterile. Wouldn't campus and s·crape out 66 new 
that be great? 'firebanks. Some of them worked, 
SCORPIO: . explained Hicks, but because of the I A natural disaster will befall high wind most of the breaks were 
I 
someone very close to you. You useless. He said that firemen were 
will be blamed. You, in fact, will be afraid that the fire was strong 
1 responsible. You will not be enough to leap across Alafaya Trail. 
I 
convicted, you are too clever. 
SA GITT ARIUS: 
Last week's date is not a true 
blonde. You can check this by 
either waiting until the roots begin 
to show, or by ripping her clothes 
off when you see her in the 
Administration Building. Don't let 
it concern you, however. She was 
going to drop you next week 
anyway. 
CAPRICORN: 
President Millican said that a 
rough survey will be taken to see 
approximately where buildings and 
parking lots in the burned-out area 
will be constructed in the future, so 
that when the area is reseeded trees 
won't be planted in spaces where 
they will be cut down before they 
mature. He also said that the 
university may go ahead and clear 
the beds for roads which will be 
built there in the future and 
provide better firebreaks at the 
same time. 
The Business College display 
begins Tuesday, April 20. Dr. 
Leonidas Sarakatsannis, chairman 
of the music department, will 
present creative piano works at 1 
. pm by using notes and chords given 
by the audience. 
Dr. William O'Connor, academic 
vice president of Lake City Junjor 
College and editor of the "Creative 
Notebook," will discuss and 
demonstrate the roadblocks to 
creativity at 1 pm Wednesday, April 
21, at Ichabod. Experimental 
movies will be shown at 7: 30 pm at 
Ichabod. 
The current location of student 
entertainment sponsored by the 
Village Center is the ground north 
of the Village Center. According to 
Wanda Russell, program director of 
the Village Center, the patio would 
. be an ideal location for rap sessions 
An art auction at 11 am will offer and speakers. It _is centrally lo~a~;d, 
sculpture, paintings and other art a natur_al gathering place an~. ts an 
forms for sale to benefit the FTU aestheti~ally. b~auti~ul area . ~rs. 
Foundation, which will receive a Russell_ ts satisfied with the location 
percentage of the sales. Richard ~f festivals. and_ concerts, however. 
Cornell of instructional media will The location is the best we have 
be auctioneer of the student and the music can be heard over the 
artwork After the auction from c~mpus." 
3:30 to. 4:30 pm, a worksh~p for 
elementary school students will be 
presented, featuring local 
elementary students and the 
methods used to instruct children 
in the use of art materials. Saul 
Bellow, author, lecturer, and 
three-time National Book Award 
Campus Glances 
BULLETIN 
Your animal lust · will be the 
death of you yet, you dog. Only 
you and I know what I'm talking 
about, and I can't print it. You're 
disgusting. How can you sleep at 
night? Incidentally, how did you 
get her to keep quiet for that long? 
PISCES: 
A light bulb will explode above 
you today. You will be blinded. My 
advice is to stay in the dark. You 
usually are anyway. Incidentally, 
your mind has been warped since 
earfy childhood. Avoid those in 
authority. 
The President quoted an Old w_inne~ ~ill speak on .creativit;: and 
Testament prophet who said, "We his ~nt~ng at 8 pm m the Science 
will go and build on the old waste." Auditormm. 
The investigation qf the origin of 
the fires which swept through much 
of the FTU campus is still being 
carried out by the arson 
investigator of the Union Park Fire 
Department and a detective with 
the Orange County Sheriff's Office. 
The Union Park investigator reports 
that his department does have 
suspects under consideration but 
admitted that is being purposely 
being withheld until a future date. 
"And make no mistake about 
..-.--------------that," he said. "We're going to 
I replant them." FOLK FESTIVAL I . 
ICHABOD RETURNS (Continued from Page 1) 
A summation of the creativity 
program may be in the form of a 
movie at 8 :15 pm in the Science 
Allah be praised! ToC:ay you 
discover that she's only putting on 
a little weight. At least maybe 
you 'II be more careful from now 
on. 
Wi II McLean has the nickname 
/
Auditorium, preceding the showing 
of "Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid." If completed, the 
.___(_C_o_n_t_in_u_e_d_fr_o_m _ P_ag_e_l_) __ ..i. film will be a student-produced 
review of the program. "poet laureate of Florida," with 
good reason. He has learned Florida Engineering Auditorium, Dr. Baxter 
ARIES: legends about the Okeechobee will speak about the relationship of 
The sun shines for someone Flood, hermit Kush Holston and science and creativity as he 
the man Who Was to b th f . t di"scusses the inventi'on of today. Too bad it's not you. Notice e e us 
DR. RONALD E. SERFOSS 
tonight that Jupiter will align in the man electrocuted in Florida and gunpowder. The chemistry displays OPTOMETRIST 
midst of your sign. That's not too was later pardoned. Using classical will be shown on Thursday. A series 
h folk patterns, McLean has set these of one-act plays, sponsored by the 
ot. Expect something disgusting to 1 d t . p t b h. Village Players, will be at Ichabod happen around 4: 30. egen s o music. oe ry y 1m 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF HIS OFFICE FOR 
which has been set to music by Paul at 8 pm. These plays are 
TAURUS: Champion is being considered for student-written, directed and 
THE GENERAL. PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY 
Watch the neighborhood dog this the O. Henry award. produced works. 
week. He may be an imposter. Time Teri Bagby sang duets with AT 
is short for you to get a checkup, in Byrd Brownell, an FTU senior 
fact, it may be too late already. Try Elizabeth Corrigan, and has written from Maitland, and Dr. Walter JENKINS BUILDING 
to remember who your friends are . .---------------Gaudnek, assistant professor of art, 
You'll need them. will present "Birth March," an art 2304 ALOMA AVENUE 
GEMlNI: Band Meeting happening, at 11 am and 2 pm. The 
Stay away from palm trees today. Village Players will present more 
WINTER PARK. FLA. 32789 
BY APPOINTMENT TEL.EPHONE 644-1904 
There is a coven of witches which There will be a ' •ery important one-act plays at 8 pm at Ichabod. 
has put the old "Roach Plague" meeting of students who play a 
band instrument. This meeting 
spell on you_ If it works, don't will be held in the Music 
worry, they are really only D t t B d R th" epar men an oom 1s 
palmetto bugs, and can't really eat Tuesday at 11 am. 
your flesh, let alone pick it to the The band needs your help. 
bones. 
BEER BUST T GI F 3-6 FRIDAY 
1 POUND BEER 15, 
EACH HALF HOUR 5i! MORE 
17-92 BETWEEN JAi-ALAi AND K-MART 





For Information about 
joining Circle K, Call 241-1309 ® 
~IUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll§ 
What Makes ·~A Pike? 
The same thing that makes a man 
ALPHA KAPPA Pl FRATERNITY* 
is now en I is ting charter members. 
Last chance to join. 
Rush Smoker for all interested 
Male Students next Tuesday, 
April 13, 1971 at II am 1n GC B 115. 
Relive the life of 
a southern gentleman. 
Come and meet the Brothers and 
find out about our Rush Party 
* We are recognized and affiliated by the Pi Kappa Alpha National Office and are 
petitioning in April for full FTU campus recognition. 
